## MAJOR TEST (MT) -1

### SYLLABUS

#### CLASS 7
- **PHYSICS** - ELECTRIC CURRENT & HEAT
- **CHEMISTRY** - MATTER, COAL & PETROLEUM, METALS & NON-METALS
- **MATHS** - ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS, IDENTITIES, EXPONENTS & PROBABILITY
- **BIOLOGY** - NUTRITION IN ANIMALS & PLANTS, CELL, LIVING WORLD
- **GMAT** - SERIES COMPLETION, LETTER SERIES, CODING-DECODING

#### CLASS 8
- **PHYSICS** - SOUND & LIGHT
- **CHEMISTRY** - MATTER, STRUCTURE OF ATOM, PERIODIC TABLE
- **MATHS** - POLYNOMIALS, LINEAR EQUATION, RATIO & PROPORTION
- **BIOLOGY** - CELL STRUCTURE, MICRO-ORGANISMS, FOOD PRODUCTION & MANAGEMENT
- **GMAT** - SERIES COMPLETION, LETTER SERIES, CODING-DECODING

#### CLASS 9
- **PHYSICS** - GRAVITATION & FLUID's, WORK
- **CHEMISTRY** - PERIODIC PROPERTIES
- **MATHS** - SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
- **BIOLOGY** - TISSUES & DIVERSITY
- **GMAT** - SERIES COMPLETION, LETTER SERIES, CODING-DECODING

#### CLASS 10
- **PHYSICS** - NUCLEAR PHYSICS & PROJECTILE MOTION
- **CHEMISTRY** - ATOMIC STRUCTURE, ELECTRON FILLING & METALLURGY
- **MATHS** - COORDINATE GEOMETRY
- **BIOLOGY** - CONTROL & COORDINATION, LIFE PROCESS
- **GMAT** - SERIES COMPLETION, LETTER SERIES, CODING-DECODING

SCHEDULED AT PACE NERUL & PACE KHARGHAR ON 16/08/2015 (SUNDAY)

**TIMING 09 TO 12PM**

**********